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ELITE MUSIC MENTOR PRESENTS

MARK TURNER

Mark Turner is one of  the most influential contemporary jazz saxophonists. Originally intending
to become a commercial artist, Mark eventually became a full-time jazz musician after working at
Tower Records for an extended period of  time. Mark has recorded with several critically acclaimed
artists including Kurt Rosenwinkel, Aaron Goldberg, and Billy Hart. His style is reminiscent of
Warne Marsh and John Coltrane. In this masterclasses, Mark shares his perspective on several
advanced concepts in jazz including creating emotions and expectations in your improvisation via
suspensionsuspensions, the resolution of  upper extensions , the deeper meaning behind improvisation, and 
the journey of  becoming a musician and mastering jazz.



ASK YOUR MENTOR

STAY UP TO DATE
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As a member of  Elite Music 

Mentor, you’re not only paying for

the incredible content but also for

a complete interactive experience

with our community. Do not 

hesitate to post your questions

on our on our “Ask Your Mentor” section.

There are no stupid questions!

The best and most active user will

be chosen every month to recieve

one free masterclass of  their choice.

Our mentors will periodically

answer all of  your questions

directly and guide directly and guide you through the

learning process. Together, we can

tackle and conquer all of  our music

goals and aspirations.

Join us on your musical journey. Follow us on social media to stay up to date with new

masterclasses releases, live music footage of  our artists, and much more. Let us know how we’re

doing or if  there is anything you’d like us to improve about our platform. Our mission is to 

create a flourishing community of  mentors and students who are as passionate about music as 

we are and dedicated to nurture the live music scene and elevate the quality of  music education. 

@EliteMusicMentor @EliteMusicMentor @E_MusicMentor Elite Music Mentor
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Chapter I
 

Mark briefly shares his belief  about the importance of
music and the deeper meaning behind musicianship.

The Wisdom PG
Mark Turner
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In this brief  introductory chapter, Mark Turner discusses

his philosophy of  music, musicianship, and practicing in

general. Mark states that no magical shortcut exists for

learning music. He believes all music is comprised of  several

principle ideas that everyone must learn the same way. 

Some of  these main ideas include melody, harmony, and 

rrhythm, regardless of  the genre.

To Mark, music is like any other craft, martial art, or sport.

In order to become a “master” of  music, thousands of  hours

of  focused, efficient practice needs to be put into it. Mark

explains that repetition is the mother of  all skill. Mark also

mentions that “master” is really a label that is placed by

others upon you, and that all a musician can really do is 

ededge closer toward the sound that they have in their head

and the sound that they’d like to express in real time.

Furthermore, by integrating your life into your music you can

make your music will become a reflection of  what you feel 

and believe and the music will achieve a deeper meaning and

wisdom. Furthermore, Mark insists that one must be

able to hear their ideas as best as possible in order to be

in control oin control of  them and so that what they say on their 

instrument is genuine.

Elite Music Mentor
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“Music is like a craft,
martial art, or a sport.”
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•   Using the next page, create a list of  your musical strengths

    and weakness

•   Make another list of  your short-term, medium-term, and 

    long-term goals in your music

•   Brainstorm ideas for how you can perfect your strengths

    and eliminate your weakness in your practice routine

ASK YOUR MENTOR

Interact with other users on the website and ask questions! 

Our mentors will answer all your questions and help you 

through your musical journey. The best student will be

selected each month to recieve one free masterclass of  

their choice.    

Elite Music Mentor
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